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IF SOMEONE MURDERED YOUR FAMILY, HOW FAR WOULD YOU GO FOR REVENGE?The

world knows Xander King as a handsome, charismatic, and successful young businessman who

was able to rise above a violent tragedy in his past. The CIA knows Xander as the US

military&apos;s most legendary soldier, turned vigilante assassin, that sharpens his skills in the

shadows until he can exact revenge on the monster that stole his family. They have watched his

double life go on long enough, and now the government wants their weapon back.Xander has

different plans.After a passionate night with Hollywood sweetheart, Natalie Rockwell, is violently

interrupted by a surprise attack at Xander&apos;s home, those plans are set in motion.

Xander&apos;s experts say it&apos;s suicide, but with the CIA closing in he must sidestep them

and take the fight directly to his rival. With unlimited resources and unimaginable skills,

Xander&apos;s enemy will need an army to survive his wrath. Turns out, that&apos;s precisely what

he has. This is no longer just about revenge, this is war."Amazingly fun!! I can&apos;t wait to watch

the Hollywood movie of this in a few years!" -  Reader
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The debut book of new author Bradley Wright.I saw this book on FB as a suggested post. It had the

tag line of something like; "If you love Mitch Rapp...." I see this hype a lot about books comparing

themselves to popular characters in the genre and most don't live up to it.There are glimmers here.

While it's not that level yet (it is his first book so I'll cut him some slack.) there were flashes of a

great character with a compelling backstory.The main character is much more in line with a James

Bond type but I can see why Mitch Rapp could be mentioned. Being independently wealthy and

deciding to go the vigilante route is similar but the womanizing and other activities lean heavily to

the Bond link rather than Rapp.Some of the other reviews mention "a great romance" and while

there is a heavy sense of that spark he is a little free with himself for me to classify this as having a

romance angle but there seems to be an indication that it COULD have a romantic story line in the

future. Depends if Xander can manage to keep his hands to himself.There is a rich story line here

with plenty of backstory to sell the image that the author is creating, that of a rich, heavily trained

and battle tested hero that decides that he knows better than the rest of the government. A

character that we are told from the beginning has reached a mythical standing in the armed forces

and other government agencies.It's a tough pill to swallow I must admit. Superman never really

interested me, but through the story and battles we do get to see that in this case, there are flaws,

flaws that cause the danger to be visited on those that choose to be on Xander's team or even in his

presence.
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